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BUIlDIng an OWl-OntOlOgy fOR RepResentIng, 
lInKIng anD QUeRyIng semaf DIscOURse 
annOtatIOns

linguistic linked Open Data (llOD) are technologies that provide a powerful instrument 
for representing and interpreting language phenomena on a web-scale. the main objective 
of this paper is to demonstrate how llOD technologies can be applied to represent and 
annotate a corpus composed of multiword discourse markers, and what the effects of this 
are. In particular, it is our aim to apply semantic web standards such as RDf and OWl for 
publishing and integrating data. We present a novel scheme for discourse annotation that 
combines IsO standards describing discourse relations and dialogue acts – IsO DR-core 
(ISO 24617-8) and ISO-Dialogue Acts (ISO 24617-2) in 9 languages (cf. Silvano and Damova. 
2022; silvano, et al. 2022). We develop an OWl ontology to formalize that scheme, provide 
a newly annotated dataset and link its RDf edition with the ontology. consequently, we 
describe the conjoint querying of the ontology and the annotations by means of spaRQl, 
the standard query language for the web of data. the ultimate result is that we are able to 
perform queries over multiple, interlinked datasets with complex internal structure. this 
is a first, but essential step, in developing novel, powerful, and groundbreaking means for 
the corpus-based study of multilingual discourse, communication analysis, or attitudes 
discovery.
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Multiword discourse markers and LLOD

the role of discourse markers is to create coherence linkages between clauses 
and sentences (Das 2014; Taboada 2006), indicating hesitation, turn-taking, 
theme changing, marking turn borders, hedging, revealing attitude, managing 
the connection with the interlocutor, seeking acceptance (Jucker and Ziv 1998), 
and denoting transitions in conversation and dialogue (Heeman and allen 1999). 
they are single-word or multiword expressions (mWe) composed of conjunc-
tions, adverbials, and prepositional phrases (fraser 2009a). expressions like 
you know, you see, and I mean are also considered discourse markers (schiffrin 
2005; maschler and schiffrin 2015).

some academics differentiate between relational and non-relational discourse 
markers, based on their semantic or interactional function (Crible 2016), and tax-
onomies for both kinds have been suggested (e.g., Rhetorical structure theory 
(Rst) by mann and thompson 1988; cognitive approach to coherence Rela-
tions (ccR) by sanders et al. 1992; penn Discourse treebank (pDtB) by prasad 
et al. 2008). Discourse markers have been studied for detecting and analysing 
discourse relations (e.g., sanders et al. 1992; Knott and Dale 1993; marcu 2000; 
Silvano 2010; Das 2014; Bunt and Prasad 2016; Das and Taboada 2019). As a 
consequence, a substantial number of annotated corpora with discourse relations 
signalled by discourse markers were generated, e.g. the Rst-Dt english corpus 
(carlson et al. 2003); the penn Discourse treeBank (pDtB, prasad et al. 2008); 
and the sDRt annodis french corpus (afantenos et al. 2012). 

Discourse annotations are highly heterogeneous and specific to distinct sub-
communities, along with their specific tools, formats and vocabularies. the ap-
plication of knowledge representation standards, most notably OWl and RDf, 
have long been suggested as a means to address such issues, especially for mod-
elling language data and linguistic data categories, e.g., in gOlD (farrar and 
Langendoen 2003). In particular, Schmidt et al. (2006), Chiarcos (2008) and 
Dimitriadis et al. (2009) argued that overlapping hierarchies and multiple in-
heritance in the OWl formalization of description logics (OWl/Dl) allow re-
searchers to formalize and elucidate complex, overlapping definitions in a more 
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transparent and reusable way. Using RDf for publishing data and publishing it 
under an open license under resolvable URIs on the web of data allows us to link 
concepts and data across different frameworks and theories of discourse. this is 
the very idea of linguistic linked Open Data (llOD).

although the potential of RDf, OWl and llOD technology as a more sus-
tainable way of publishing and sharing discourse annotations has been pointed 
out already by chiarcos (2014), and RDf and OWl have been applied to dis-
course annotations even before that (goecke et al. 2005; lüngen et al. 2010), 
it seems that OWl and RDf have never been applied as native data formats 
for discourse-annotated corpora. chiarcos et al. (2021) described the linking of 
such ontologies with discourse marker inventories. However, we are not aware 
of any discourse-annotated corpus data published in accordance with llOD. 
the potential of this technology to overcome structural barriers to compare, 
integrate and query information from different sources is well-known, and in-
teroperability is a notorious problem in discourse. the work of Burchardt et al. 
2008 successfully applied this approach to the conjoint querying of semantic and 
syntactic annotations and still seems to be best solved with RDf technologies, 
e.g. chiarcos and fäth 2019. In the extension of this technology to the discourse-
annotated corpora, we see one of the main contributions of this paper, a native 
OWL representation of the discourse and dialog specifications of ISO 24617, 
coupled with the preparation of a parallel, discourse-annotated corpus in accord-
ance with llOD specifications.

1.2. The multilingual parallel corpus 

Our multilingual corpus comprises utterances extracted from teD talks in 9 
languages: english, lithuanian, Bulgarian, portuguese, macedonian, polish, 
Romanian, Hebrew, Italian and german. the extraction was based on the oc-
currence of a discourse marker in the selected utterance. the list of discourse 
markers that guided the selection of utterances consists of multiword expres-
sions, based on schiffrin 2005 and the classification by fraser 2009.

the single language corpora counted more than 10K utterances on average, each 
utterance being uniquely identified with a combination of three types of IDs. as 
the goal was to provide a multilingual parallel corpus, all 9 language corpora 
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were automatically compared, the intersection of all 9 corpora was singled out, 
and a parallel corpus of 56 utterances for each language was created. For easier 
further processing by human experts, the parallel corpus was split into 9 files 
with aligned utterances in english and in one of the covered languages (cf. table 
12). 
table 1. structure of the parallel corpus files

column name cell content
0.1 6240
vid 724
lid 143
Dm en Of course
text en and this, of course, is the basis of much of eastern 

philosophy,
context en from the other person, is your skin. Remove the skin, 

you experience that person’s touch in your mind. 
you’ve dissolved the barrier between you and other 
human beings. and this, of course, is the basis of 
much of eastern philosophy, and that is there is no 
real independent self, aloof from other human beings, 
inspecting the world,

Dm presence en 1
targetlangtext Разбира се, това е основата на голяма част от 

източната философия
targetlangcontext от другото лице, е вашата кожа. Отстранете кожата, 

и ще усетите докосването на онзи човек в ума си. 
Размита е бариерата между вас и другите човешки 
същества. Разбира се, това е основата на голяма 
част от източната философия - че няма истинска 
независима самоличност, настрана от другите 
същества, наблюдаваща света,

Dm presence 
targetlang

1

Dm targetlang разбира се
the first 3 columns are IDs, followed by 4 columns dedicated to the english ut-
terance, e.g. the multiword expression describing the discourse marker, a short 
context where it is found in the text, a larger context window, and an annota-

2  the columns names and the cell contents are represented vertically due to space constraints of the for-
matting of the article and for better readability.
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tion whether the multiword expression is a discourse marker in the text or not. 
for target languages other than english, the next 4 columns provide the same 
content for the target language. this structure has been enriched with further 
columns to allow annotation based on the annotation scheme described in sec-
tion 1.3. below.

1.3. The annotation scheme

The framework captures relational and non-relational uses (Crible 2016) of mul-
tiword discourse markers that compose our corpus. It harmonizes two parts of 
the ISO 24617 Semantic annotation framework (SemAF): Part 8 – Semantic 
relations in discourse, core annotation schema (DR-core)– ISO 24617-8 (ISO, 
2016) and Part 2: Dialogue acts (ISO, 2020) (Silvano and Damova 2022; Silvano 
et al. 2022). similar to Bunt (2019, 2020), this is composed of a host annotation 
scheme based on part 8 and an annotation plug-in to part 2. However, instead 
of plugging part 2 into part 8, we use the plug-in mechanism in the opposite 
direction.

ISO 24617-8 proposes a core set of discourse relations, meaning relations be-
tween discourse units, which are decisive in explaining how discourse is or-
ganized and accounting for different linguistic problems. existing frameworks 
(Hobbs 1985; mann and thompson 1987; sanders et al. 1992; Kehler 2002; ash-
er and lascarides 2003) differ along several aspects, namely discourse relations’ 
designations, definitions, nature, number, and their arguments’ type, adjacency, 
directionality, and relevance. It is precisely the diversity of the different propos-
als that prompts ISO 24617-8, which aims to establish a set of interoperable 
discourse relations.

In our annotation scheme, when a discourse marker conveys a semantic value, 
the discourse relations proposed by ISO 24617-8 are annotated choosing be-
tween symmetric or asymmetric discourse relations, and identifying the role 
of each argument. table 2 gathers all the discourse relations that integrate the 
annotation scheme.
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Table 3. Set of communicative functions and qualifiers proposed by ISO 24617-2 (Bunt et al. 
2020) 
communicative functions Qualifiersgeneral Dimension-specific
checkQuestion

inform 
agreement 

disagreement 

correction 
answer 
confirm 
disconfirm

offer

promise

addressRequest

acceptRequest

declineRequest

addresssuggest

acceptsuggest

declinesuggest

request

instruct

suggest

addressOffer

acceptOffer

declineOffer

autopositive 

autonegative

allopositive 

allonegative 

feedbackelicitation 

stalling 

pausing

interactionstructuring 

opening

topicshift 
selferror

retraction

selfcorrection

initgreeting 
initselfIntroduction

apology 

thanking

initgoodbye

compliment

congratulation

sympathyexpression

contactcheck

conditional/ unconditional

certain/uncertain

positive/ negative

Figure 1 summarizes the scheme we designed to annotate semantic and prag-
matic values of multiword discourse markers.

Discourse markers

relational

Discourse relations  
ISO 24617-8

symmetric

asymmetric

non-relational

Dialogue acts
ISO 24617-2  
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sympathyexpression

contactcheck

conditional/ unconditional
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Table 2. Set of discourse relations proposed by ISO 24617-8 (Bunt and Prasad 2016)

Discourse Relations

Asymmetric Semantic Role Symmetricarg 1 arg 2
cause result reason conjunction
expansion narrative expander contrast
asynchrony before after synchrony
concession expectation raiser expectation-denier similarity
elaboration broad specific Disjunction
exemplification set instance Restatement
manner achievement means
condition consequent antecedent
negative 
condition

consequent negated-antecedent

purpose enablement goal
exception regular exclusion
substitution disfavoured-

alternative
favoured-alternative

When discourse markers bear a non-relational or pragmatic value, the plug-in 
into Part 2 of ISO 24617 is activated. This part of the standard puts forward a 
model for annotating dialogue acts establishing different dimensions, commu-
nicative functions, and qualifiers. the adopted annotation scheme incorporates 
the set of communicative functions and qualifiers, represented in table 3.
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Figure 1. The annotation scheme for annotating discourse markers (Silvano et 
al. 2022)

2. Linguistic Linked Open Data approach

The Linguistic Linked Open Data approach uses an OWL ontology to represent 
meanings and functions of the discourse marker in compliance with the ISO 
SemAF model. We describe the creation of the ontology and its linking to an 
RDF edition of the parallel corpus. Finally, the resulting data is queried to dem-
onstrate the viability of the LLOD approach.

2.1. OWL ontology

For modelling ISO 24617 (SemAF) discourse and dialogue annotations in a sin-
gle OWL ontology, some restructuring of the original model was necessary. In 
comparison with other discourse schemes, ISO 24617 is special in that the sub-
classification of discourse relations (e.g., result as a specialization of a more ge-
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neric Cause relation) is not expressed in the type of the relation, but in the labels 
of its arguments. The difference is illustrated in Figure 2. Most frameworks of 
discourse annotation (including PDTB and RST) define result as a relation be-
tween two spans or elementary discourse units, where one argument (either the 
less central one – as in RST –, or the one directly associated with the discourse 
marker that marks the relation – as in PDTB) points to the other argument. In 
ISO 24617, however, no such weighting or directionality is assumed. Instead, 
every Cause relation has a result and a reason argument.

Figure 2. Comparing ISO 24617 categories with ontological modelling

In the case of discourse marker annotation, a natural imbalance exists between 
the argument span to which a discourse marker is syntactically attached (in-
ternal argument) and the other, external argument to which it is not attached. 
When annotating the discourse function of discourse markers, the annotation 
of the internal argument naturally takes priority over the annotation of the ex-
ternal argument, simply because the former is usually unambiguous whereas 
the external argument can be uncertain (or might not even be annotated). For 
this particular constellation, we can thus re-conceptualize the argument roles 
of ISO 24617 as subclasses. For the internal argument (or the discourse marker), 
the corresponding class is thus result (with superclass Cause), with the impli-
cation that the external argument is a reason. ISO would require explicit, and 
separate annotations of both arguments and the overall relation as result, Cause 
and reason, respectively. It is to be noted that this modelling is consistent with 
PDTB (although they use a different and more fine-grained relation inventory), 
and that the compatibility between both ways of modelling has previously been 
demonstrated (Prasad and Bunt 2015).
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Technically, the discourse relation (an instance of Result) is an ordered list 
(rdfs:Seq) whose first element (rdf:_1, corresponding to the ARG1 in PDTB) 
is the external argument, and whose second element (rdf:_2, corresponding to 
the PDTB ARG2) is the internal argument. The class of the discourse relation 
indicates the type of the internal argument (the ISO SemAF DR argument type), 
and (by subsumption inference), also the ISO SemAF DR relation type (as its 
superclass), as well as the type of the external argument (implicitly, by not an-
notating the other subclass of Cause).

Figure 3. Excerpts of the discourse ontology: Concept hierarchy and selected 
cases of multiple inheritance

Aside from the relation taxonomy, we also model (and mark) asymmetric dis-
course relations. Every ISO argument role is thus not only a subclass of an ISO 
relation but also a subclass of either the class Arg1 or the class Arg2, depending 
on which ISO DR argument they pertain to. Our ontological modelling is thus 
semantically lossless – and this is possible only by multiple inheritance.

In a similar way, ISO 24617-2 concepts are modelled in the corresponding sub-
classes of DialogAct. Again, multiple inheritance can be exploited to model the 
overlap between communicative functions and qualifiers. Figure 3 shows the 
OWL ontology structure.
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2.2. Parallel corpus as LLOD

Querying discourse corpora has been notoriously problematic due to the mul-
titude and complexity of tool- and theory-specific formats involved. For ISO 
SemAF annotations, we are not aware of any software to produce, convert and 
query this data. An RDF conversion is a natural way to make sure that off-the-
shelf technology can be used to query, consume, exchange and store discourse 
annotations, once they are provided as a graph. This will be illustrated with our 
corpus. For data modelling, we follow Cimiano et al. 2020, chapters 5 and 6, to 
combine three main vocabularies:

- the NLP Interchange Format (NIF, Hellmann et al. 2013) that defines wor-
ds (nif:Word), sentences (nif:Sentence) and the relations between them 
(nif:nextWord, nif:nextSentence),

- the CoNLL-RDF vocabulary (Chiarcos et al. 2021) that defines word-le-
vel annotations (conll:WORD, conll:POS, conll:HEAD) and the subset of 
NIF concepts and properties to be used,

- the POWLA vocabulary (Chiarcos 2012) that implements labelled relations 
and hierarchical structures in accordance with ISO 24612.

With the FINTAN converter platform (Fäth et al. 2020), it is possible to convert 
data into RDF, to manipulate or create annotations with SPARQL update scripts 
and to provide the result in RDF, and we used this tool to convert the original 
data. The initial annotation of the corpus was done in a spreadsheet software, 
using a tabular representation, and after exporting to a tab-separated format, 
these data could be directly processed with FINTAN. FINTAN already provides 
built-in support for CoNLL-RDF and NIF, and with task-specific SPARQL up-
date scripts, we could convert the corpus annotations to an RDF representation 
and link it with both other language editions of the same text and the discourse 
ontology. A snippet of resulting data is given in Figures 4 and 5.
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Figure 4. Excerpt of converted corpus data

In Figure 4, we see selected aspects of the sentence under the URI:s1_0. It is 
defined as a nif:Sentence and contains several nif:Words, each with its unique 
URI. In terms of annotations, we only provide the surface string here, but ad-
ditional annotations can be added. One such addition is the annotation of a sem
af:RelationalDiscourseMarker. Note that the URI :s1_5 has been defined above 
for a nif:Word, so that the word and the discourse marker are actually treated as 
a single entity. Relational discourse marker is the root class for the annotation of 
discourse relations, and thus, one such relation is assigned as its semaf:function. 
The URI of this function is derived from the URI of the discourse marker, and 
it is defined as an instance of semaf:Result. The argument spans …arg1 and …
arg2 are modelled as powla:Nodes that take their respective nif:Words as chil-
dren. This snippet already shows the linking between the SemAF ontology and 
the corpus data. The resulting knowledge graph from the conversion of the cor-
pus in RDF format can be queried with standard RDF technology (SPARQL).

2.3. Querying example

Querying with SPARQL differs from conventional corpus query languages in 
that it is largely unconstrained in its expressivity (and complexity). A special 
feature of RDF technology is that SPARQL allows to query over both local and 
remote data (federation) and to integrate information from heterogeneous data 
from the web – as long as this is exposed as RDF.
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Figure 5. Sample query to retrieve discourse markers along with their function.

A simple example query is shown in Figure 6, and it illustrates how to retrieve 
a Result relation, the associated discourse marker (linked via semaf:function) 
along with all the words contained in that marker, resp., their surface strings 
(conll:WORD). The result of that query, if applied to the data from Figure 4, in-
cludes the marker with the URI :s1_5 and its surface representation “because”. 
Analoguously, we can query for the arguments of the discourse marker by the 
triples ?result rdf:_1 ?arg1 and ?result rdf:_2 ?arg2, respectively, and then re-
trieve their surface strings and URIs. By means of these URIs, it is then possible 
to inspect the wider textual context of discourse markers and arguments. Figure 
7 shows the results of the SPARQL query from Figure 6. The strings describing 
the two arguments and the discourse markers are returned in the first three col-
umns and the type of the discourse marker and the role of the discourse marker 
are also displayed.
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Figure 6. SPARQL query result

Writing SPARQL queries using aggregate functions and operating over multiple 
named graphs requires some expertise, and might not necessarily be an innate 
skill of every linguist. Initial steps are laid to make this easier with research 
projects that integrate LLOD technologies in the development of infrastructure 
portals (cf. Khan et al. 2022), and for discourse studies, our paper represents yet 
another such building block.

3. Conclusion and outlook

In this paper, we described the creation of a novel, multilingual resource with 
discourse annotations, specifically focusing on multiword discourse markers and 
their annotation with discourse functions (discourse relations, dialogue acts). To 
this end, we provide annotated data, but we also operationalized the ISO SemAF 
specifications for discourse and dialogue annotation into an annotation schema, 
consequently represented as an OWL2/DL ontology. We argued that this would 
be advantageous as it allows us to define overlaps between different catego-
ries instead of enforcing a single, and strict hierarchical schema. But also, it al-
lows the application of LLOD technologies for accessing and querying the data. 
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Hence, we described the data modelling of our data in RDF and the conversion 
from its original table representation to a collection of RDF graphs.

Ultimately, this allows for the conjoint querying of the ontology and the annota-
tions by means of SPARQL, the standard query language for the web of data. We 
are thus able to perform queries over multiple, interlinked datasets with complex 
internal structure without the need of any specialised software. This is a first, 
but essential step in developing novel and powerful means for the corpus-based 
study of multilingual discourse, communication analysis, or attitudes discovery. 
In particular, the study on discourse markers enables the discovery of lexical 
elements that may be included in lexicons and the definition of new distinguish-
ing characteristics. We consider the creation and publication of discourse data 
and annotation scheme in accordance with LLOD principles a best practice as 
it facilitates the subsequent use and re-use of data published in that way. This 
technology does not create any dependencies from specific software packages, 
libraries or any particular programming language, but every programming lan-
guage and every database that implements web standards such as RDF and/or 
SPARQL will be capable of accessing, querying and transforming our data. For 
the field of discourse studies, which is plagued by complex, and rather idiosyn-
cratic formats, often specific to legacy tools, this represents a great improvement 
already as is.
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Izrada OWL ontologije za prikaz, povezivanje i 
pretraživanje SemAF diskursnih oznaka

Sažetak

Diskursni markeri jezični su znakovi koji pokazuju kako se iskaz odnosi na kontekst 
diskursa i koju ulogu ima u razgovoru. Lingvistički povezani otvoreni podatci (LLOD) 
tehnologije su u nastajanju koje omogućuju snažan instrument za prikaz i tumačenje 
jezičnih fenomena na razini weba. Glavni je cilj ovoga rada pokazati kako se tehnologi-
je lingvistički povezanih otvorenih podataka (LLOD) mogu primijeniti za prikaz i 
označavanje korpusa višerječnih diskursnih markera te koji su učinci toga. Konkretno, 
naš je cilj primijeniti standarde semantičkoga weba kao što su RDF i Web Ontology 
Language (OWL) za objavljivanje i integraciju podataka. Autori predstavljaju novu sh-
emu za označavanje diskursa koja kombinira ISO standarde za opis diskursnih odnosa i 
dijaloških činova – ISO DR-Core (ISO 24617-8) i ISO-Dialogue Acts (ISO 24617-2) na 
devet jezika (usp. Silvano, Purificação et al. 2022a; Silvano, Purificação et al. 2022b). 
Razvijamo OWL ontologiju kako bismo formalizirali tu shemu, pružili nov označeni 
skup podataka i povezali njegovu RDF inačicu s ontologijom. U skladu s tim opisujemo 
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zajedničko postavljanje upita ontologiji i oznakama s pomoću SPARQL-a, standardnoga 
jezika upita za web podataka. Konačni je rezultat taj da možemo izvršiti upite nad više-
strukim, međusobno povezanim skupovima podataka sa složenom unutarnjom struktu-
rom bez potrebe za ikakvim specijaliziranim softverom. Umjesto toga upotrebljavaju se 
gotove tehnologije utemeljene na web standardima koje se bez napora mogu prenijeti na 
različite operativne sustave, baze podataka i programske jezike. Ovo je prvi, ali prije-
loman korak u razvoju novih, snažnih i (u određenom trenutku) pristupačnih sredstava 
za korpusno utemeljena istraživanja višejezičnoga diskursa te za analizu komunikacije 
i otkrivanje stavova.
Ključne riječi: LLOD, OWL ontologija, RDF, diskursni markeri, ISO standard, označivanje, 
paralelni korpus
Keywords: LLOD, OWL ontology, RDF, discourse markers, ISO standard, annotations, parallel 
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